Brand & Accessorise

Recycling & Waste
Management Solutions

Accessorise your Dolavs

Doors

Wheels

Drainage

Lock

Brand Your Dolavs

Logo options
Your company name, logo
and sequential numbers can
be hot stamped onto the
Dolav for easy identification.
Hot stamped
logo

Sequential
numbering

Embossed
logo

Pick your Colour

Blue UM

Light blue

Red

Green

Yellow

One piece heavy duty injection Moulding

Withstands abuse TÜV SÜD tested

Three integral runners for safe tipping
on fork lifts

Suitable for use with low
level nuclear waste

Light grey

Tried. Trusted. Best.
02/20

Dolav Plastic Products, Kibbutz Dvir M.P. HaNegev 8533000, Israel.
+972-72-2450700
+972-8-9918710
dolav@dolav.com
www.dolav.com
Worldwide offices Australia, Benelux, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Russia, Spain, Turkey, UK, USA

Superior handling &
storage solutions

DOLAV® Advantages
®

DOLAV for the Recycling Industry
Structural foam
TÜV Tested

Unique materials
Three integral runners
safer to use with
fork lift tipping

Unigue
Technology

UN Certifications
ADR Compliant
ISO 9001

Durability
One piece leak proof moulding
Material resistant to battery acid
Stack load up to 5000kgs
Designed for heavy duty use in a wide range of temperatures

ISO 14001
Certifications

Leak proof

Heavy Duty Design

Heavy Duty
Design

One piece moulding

Integral runners - safer tipping with heavy loads

Safe tipping

Unique material greater impact resistance

Designed for heavy duty use

GPS

No secondary components
to pull out

RFID IML

Thick corner pillars resist crushing

Antimicrobial
AM odour reducing
for food waste

Strength
DOLAV® safe stacking method
One piece
moulding

This industry requires smart solutions to manage and control the logistics chain. Through our
innovative solutions, our clients rely on DOLAV® to deliver the latest products and designs to fit any need.

Using foam injection technology ensures our box pallets reach a longer lifespan than common highpressure injection boxes. The durability of our boxes over time makes them particularly appealing for
logistics companies that are compelled to streamline efficiency and save on costs. Our innovative
solutions, including RFID IML tags, GPS/GPRS and tracking systems, place DOLAV® at the forefront of
technology in providing cutting-edge solutions for controlling fleets of box pallets.

Stronger walls
Optional
reinforced legs
Integral runners

Products for Recycling and Waste Management
Alto 1400 | The biggest box pallet in the market

ACE 1000 | First choice in the market

3 Integral runners
Designed for handling bulky
products for recycling

4 Massive corners
One piece moulding
DOLAV®

Ext. Dimensions: 1300x1150x1250mm

safe stacking method

Ext Dimensions: 1200x1000x740 mm

Type 800 | Exceptional strength for transporting heavy products

| The perfect solution for high volume of light weight products
Available in 3 different heights
Integral runners

Integral runners

Ideal for areas with narrow aisles

Highly durable

Ext. Dimensions:
Ecoline 485: 1200X800X740mm
Ecoline 590: 1200X800X870mm
Ecoline 650: 1200X800X950mm

Ext. Dimensions: 1200x800x740 mm

UN certified boxes | Endless possibilites for your needs

Customised solutions

UN certified boxes

Tailor made solutions for customers’ needs

Straps for safe handling

Extend or reduce height, length or width

Designed for dangerous goods handling

Available also for small quantities

Available in special dimensions

Personalised logo options

Available in different colours

Variety of accessories available

UN Certificates

Why DOLAV®

DOLAV® UN certified boxes are the perfect solution to ensure the safe handling of dangerous goods
and hazardous materials. UN boxes can be supplied in different sizes according to the customer's needs
and requirements. DOLAV® can also provide on demand certified products and has experience leading
projects in collaboration with the customers for special requests.
Certified for ADR Packaging
UN Large Packaging (LP) for dangerous goods
UN Packaging (P) for dangerous goods
UN Intermediate Bulk Container (IBC) for dangerous goods
Example certifications:
UN 11H2 / Y400 / S / [yy] / DLV1288 – 1200 x 800 x 740 mm box pallet for 400 kg internal load
UN 4H2 / Y446 / S / Year / F / BVT38629 / DOLAV – 1200 x 1000 x 740 mm box pallet for 400 kg internal load
UN 50H / Y / [mm],[yy] / F / DOLAV / BVT38624 / 1260 / 700 - 1200 x 1000 x 740 mm box pallet for 700 kg internal load

Type 800

Type 800 SH-540

DOLAV® Plastic Products specialises in the
production of large volume products and it has
become a leading global manufacturer by virtue
of their distinctive structural foam injection
technology and high quality products.
Strong and durable, DOLAV's products are
recognized worldwide as the premier solution
for storage, transport, warehousing and goods
handling.
The recycling industry is known for its intense
and damaging use of box pallets for transporting
products. This demanding industry needs high impact resistance boxes which make DOLAV's boxes ideal
for this market. DOLAV's boxes can be successfully used to transport batteries, electrical appliances,
metal parts and glass fragments, food waste, recycled materials and much more…
Box pallets with integral runners provide great confidence upon tilting loaded boxes into the recycling
system. DOLAV's boxes enjoy the most stringent UN certificates for the transport of hazardous materials,
including low level radiation materials. Additionally, DOLAV® possesses the capability to manufacture
custom sized box pallets transporting non-standard products such as fluorescent bulbs and lithium batteries.

Customisation
DOLAV® has a fully dedicated team to provide customised solutions for special demands. DOLAV® has the
capability to produce custom boxes with different dimensions and accessories according to the client’s request.
Additionally, DOLAV® has acquired vast experience in the design and implementation of special features
to produce unique products according to the customer’s requirements and today we are proud to lead
big projects for the main companies in the field.
ACE

ACE SH-1000

